


PNS BABUR was named after 
ZAHEERUDDIN MUHAMMAD 
BABUR, illustrious founder of 
the Mughal dynasty in Indian 

subcontinent, which ruled for 
nearly three centuries.  The first 
ship BABUR was Dido Class light 
cruiser which served PN from 1957-
82.  The second was a County Class 
destroyer (Ex HMS LONDON) which 
operated in PN from 1982-93.

The ship was built by Swan Hunter 
& Wigham Richardson Wallsend, 
UK.  Its keel was laid on 26 February 

1960 and was commissioned in 
Royal Navy as HMS LONDON 
on 04 November 1963. First 
BABUR, a Cadet Training Ship was 
about 35 years old and needed 
replacement; in 1980, UK offered 
HMS LONDON on favorable 
terms which greatly facilitated 
the sea training of Saudi and PN 
Cadets, Midshipmen  and  Sub  
Lieutenants as well as the practical 
training of technical officers. 
HMS LONDON was taken over 
on 24 March 1982 by Captain 
(later Rear Admiral) Mukhtar 

PNS BABUR
The second cruiser 

of Pakistan Navy

Azam and his crew in Portsmouth.  

After necessary preprations 
and crew training, the ship was 
commissioned on 22 April 1982 
as PNS BABUR at a ceremony held 
onboard at Portsmouth. The 
Ambassador of Pakistan to the 
United Kingdom, His Excellency, 
Mr Ali Arshad, was the Chief Guest.

PNS BABUR left Portsmouth, 
England for Pakistan on 21 May 
1982.  Twenty PN and forty-seven 
allied under training officers were 
embarked onboard for sea training 
before leaving Portsmouth. The 
ship visited Toulon, Port Said and 
Jeddah while enroute to Karachi.

PNS BABUR served as Flagship during 
her sojourn with PN and participated 
in numerous Ops missions. The 
ship was decommissioned from 
service in 1993 after rendering 
11 years meritorious service 
to the nation and PN. 

PNS BABUR, approaching Naval Berth at Karachi Harbour
Courtesy: PN History Cell
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HA&DR MISSION
CONDUCTS

TO AFRICAN COUNTRIES

PNS NASR

Pakistan Navy Ship NASR 
arrived at Karachi Port after 
completing three months 

long successful Humanitarian 
Assistance and Disaster Relief 
(HADR) Mission to African countries. 
During the deployment to African 
continent, PNS NASR delivered 
1000 tons of rice as gift from 
people of Pakistan at Djibouti, 
Sudan, Benin and Niger. The Ship 
also undertook goodwill visit to 

Mombasa, Kenya. The HADR 
mission was planned after 
Niger was hit by flash floods 
and drought in 2020, causing 
widespread devastation.

During port calls, the Ship was 
extended warm welcome by 
the higher authorities of host 
navies. As a gesture of goodwill 
and humanitarian support, food 
aid was handed over to the local 
authorities of Djibouti, Sudan, 
Benin and Niger. 

The dignitaries of host countries 
paid special tribute to the 
Government of Pakistan and 
Pakistan Navy for this kind 
gesture and humanitarian 
assistance. Besides, during 
interactions warmth and mutual 
desire to further strengthen the 

bonds of friendship between 
Pakistan and the visiting 
countries was also highlighted.

Upon arrival at Karachi Port, 
PNS NASR was received by 
Commander Pakistan Fleet and 
other high-ranking officials 
from Pakistan Navy besides 
reps of Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs (MoFA). PN band was 
also present on the occasion and 
played Pakistan patriotic tunes 
and national anthem.

The mission was planned in line 
with the Govt of Pakistan’s policy 
of ‘Engage Africa’ to open new 
vistas of bilateral cooperation 
with African countries and 
further strengthen the bonds of 
friendship.  
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TYPE-054 A/P
KEEL LAYING CEREMONIES OF

MILGEM CLASS
& FRIGATE

CORVETTE
Keel laying ceremonies of 3rd 
Type-054A Class Frigate and 2nd 
MILGEM Class Corvette were 

held at Hudong Zhonghua (HZ) 
Shipyard Shanghai, China and 

Istanbul Naval Shipyard (INSY), 
Turkey respectively. Both the 
ceremonies were graced by 
respective Country’s Chief Naval 
Overseers, separately.

Type 054 A/P Class Frigate, will 
be most technologically advanced 
surface platform of Pakistan Navy 
Fleet, fitted with state of the art 
Surface, Subsurface and Anti-Air 
weapons, Combat Management 
System and Sensors. These ships 
will significantly contribute in 
maintaining peace and security in 
the Indian Ocean.  

Chief Naval Overseer (China) 
Commodore Rashid Mehmood 
Sheikh, as being the Chief 
Guest  commended the timely 
achievement of keel laying 
milestone of the ship despite 
ongoing Covid-19 pandemic and 
appreciated CSTC/ HZ Shipyard for 
their concerted efforts.
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THE INDUCTION OF TYPE 
054A/P CLASS FRIGATES 
& MILGEM CLASS 
CORVETTES IN PAKISTAN 
NAVY WOULD PLAY AN 
IMPORTANT ROLE IN GEO 
STRATEGIC MILIEU AND 
HELP IN THWARTING ANY 
AGGRESSION POSED BY 
THE ADVERSARIES

Another significant Keel Laying 
ceremony of MILGEM Class 
Corvette for Pakistan Navy was 
held in Turkey. Pakistan Navy 
has concluded contract with M/s 
ASFAT for construction of 04 x 
corvettes out of which two are 
being constructed at Istanbul 
Naval Shipyard and two at Karachi 
Shipyard & Engineering Works.  
These corvettes will be fitted 
with state of the art Surface, Sub-
Surface and Anti-Air Weapons & 
Sensors, integrated through an 
advanced Network Centric Combat 
Management System.

The Chief Guest for the Keel 
Laying ceremony at Istanbul Naval 
Shipyard was Chief Naval Overseer 
(Turkey) Commodore Ehsan 

Ahmed Khan. While addressing, 
the Chief Guest marked the event 
to further cement the bond of 
friendship between the two 
strategically aligned nations with 
common share values, culture and 
principles. He acknowledged the 
commitment and dedication of M/s 
ASFAT, INSY and Turkish Ministry of 
National Defence for meeting the 
challenging construction schedule 
despite constraints posed by 
global pandemic.

The induction of Type 054A/P 
Class Frigates & MILGEM Class 
Corvettes in Pakistan Navy 
would play an important role in 
geo strategic milieu and help 
in thwarting any aggression 
posed by the adversaries. The 

new inductions will significantly 
enhance maritime defence and 
deterrence capabilities of Pakistan 
Navy and would contribute in 
maintaining balance of power in 
the Indian Ocean Region.

The respective Keel Laying 
Ceremonies were attended 
by representatives of China 
Shipbuilding Trading Company 
(CSTC) & HZ Shipyard officials and 
senior management of M/s ASFAT 
(a Turkish state-owned Defense 
Contracting Company), senior 
management of Istanbul Naval 
Shipyard (INSY), representatives 
from Turkish Lloyd and other 
dignitaries, separately.  
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PAKISTAN NAVY’s

CAMPAIGN 2021

MANGROVES 
PLANTATION

Pakistan Navy has launched 
Mangroves Plantation Campaign 
in the Coastal Areas of Sindh and 

Balochistan provinces.  Commander 
Coast, Vice Admiral Zahid Ilyas 
inaugurated Pakistan Navy 
Mangroves Plantation Campaign 
2021 by planting mangrove sapling 
at Port Bin Qasim AOR. 

Mangroves are vital to coastal 
ecosystem, prevention of sea 
intrusion and sustainment of 
marine life. Being a major 
stakeholder of the maritime 
domain and realizing the 
importance of mangroves for 
marine life, Pakistan Navy has 
taken a major initiative to revive 
mangrove forests all along the 
coast. Realizing the importance of 
mangroves forests in combating 

pollution, countering coastal 
erosion and providing a number of 
economic and financial opportunities 
to coastal communities, Mangroves 
Plantation Campaign is part of PN 
environmental protection program 
under which Pakistan Navy has 
planted 07 million mangroves from 
Shah Bandar to Jiwani with the 
collaboration of International Union 
for Conservation of Nature (IUCN), 
Sindh and Balochistan Forest 
departments. 
 
On this occasion, Chief of the Naval 
Staff in his message highlighted 
the challenges of sustainability 
and existence mangroves forests 
are facing. He emphasized that 
covered area of mangroves forests 
has decreased significantly over 
the period due various factors such 
as reduction in fresh water supply, 
marine pollution, coastal erosion, 
mangroves cutting etc. Therefore, 

requirement of new plantation as 
well as preservation/ protection 
of existing mangroves forests 
needs to be undertaken. Naval 
Chief in his message underscored 
the significance of PN Mangroves 
Plantation Campaign to achieve the 
goal of developing ‘Green Coastal 
Belt’. He urged that the plantation 
campaign will have wide reaching 
and positive outcomes through 
sustainable efforts. Improving the 
health of the environment will 
ultimately contribute to reducing 
the risk of local and national 
disasters through better flood 
management and protection, 
sustainable livelihood, ensuring 
food security, impacts of climate 
change and raising sea levels.   

Due to COVID-19 pandemic, the 
mangrove plantation ceremony 
was attended by limited number of 
officials from Sindh and Balochistan 
Forest Departments and reps of 
IUCN.  
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MANGROVES ARE VITAL 
TO COASTAL ECOSYSTEM, 
PREVENTION OF SEA INTRUSION 
AND SUSTAINMENT OF MARINE 
LIFE. PAKISTAN NAVY HAS 
TAKEN A MAJOR INITIATIVE TO 
REVIVE MANGROVE FORESTS ALL 
ALONG THE COAST



Ever since, Corona Virus Disease 
(COVID-19) has taken the shape 
of a pandemic and Pakistan 

remained no exception and there 
has been recent surge of confirmed 
cases of the disease. Pakistan 
Navy (PN) action plan has been 
formulated accordingly with the 
vision to ensure the optimal health 
and well-being of PN personnel 
and families as a shared National 
goal. This was achieved by 
adopting a multi - faceted approach 
in areas of Planning & Coordination, 
Screening at PoE, Laboratory 
Support, Stockpiling & Logistics, 
Training, Quarantine, Surveillance, 
Risk Communication, Case 
Management, Infection Prevention 
& Control (IPC) practices, Safe 
and dignified burial policy and 
Non Pharmaceutical Interventions 
(NPI).

The objectives w.r.t to PN COVID 19 
preparedness included optimizing 
the level of preparedness viz a 
viz prompt identification and 
activation of available resources; 
strengthening organizational, 
structural and coordination 
mechanisms between stakeholders; 
effectively responding to COVID-19 

COVID-19 PCR TESTING 
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emergency and development of 
robust health security agenda for all 
hazards and epidemic preparedness 
framework. 

One of the most important aspect 
deliberated upon was the timely 
reporting and control of the 
pandemic and parallel laboratory 
support, as PCR (Polymerase Chain 
Reaction test for COVID 19) was 

coined as the GOLD standard for 
diagnosing COVID-19. The 

criteria envisaging PCR 
testing was formulated 

by National Institute 
of Health, Pakistan 

and executed by 
Armed Forces 
Medical Services 
accordingly. 

COVID-19 PCR 
testing lab support 
was arranged 
by augmenting 

PCR testing at 
PN Hospitals (PNS 

SHIFA - South & PNS 
HAFEEZ- North). In 

addition, relevant HR 
was prepared via provision 

of regular & ongoing training 
of key personnel for sample 

collection, documentation, storage, 
packaging and transportation. 
Medical Services (MS) Dte 
NHQ disseminated PCR testing 
guidelines in line with National 
policy and special guidelines 
were formulated for PN Ships 
in consonance with WHO & 
International Maritime policies.

To ensure effective & efficient 
COVID 19 PCR testing MS Dte 
NHQ ensured PCR lab at existing 
facilities, establishment of PCR 

lab at PNS DAR MAANJAH, 
procurement of additional PCR kits 
PNS SHIFA remained the corner 
stone for PCR testing including 
availability of sufficient PCR Kits, 
training of dedicated staff and 
record keeping.

PNS SHIFA COVID 19 Laboratory 
was established on 24 March 2020. 
Based on demand and supply, MS 
Dte and HQ COMKAR avidly turned 
relevant spokes of the procurement 
chain to further strengthen the 
existing lab facilities. As a result a 
complete, state of the art PCR lab 
was established to cater for PCR 
testing of dependant clientele. 
Furthermore, various facets of the 
PCR Lab facility have been imbueing 
permanence so as to utilize this 
facility for any futurist pandemic. 
PNS SHIFA conducted specific 
training program to this effect as 
per guidelines issued by MS Dte.

MS Dte also arranged the training 
of selected paramedics for Master 
trainer course as conducted at 

National Institute of Health (NIH).
The lab is equipped with advanced 
PCR testing equipment such as 
QIA symphony auto extractor and 
Rotor gene multi channel amplifiers 
so as to augment the quantity and 
quality of testing to a capacity of 
400 PCRs per day. The efficiency of 
the functioning of PCR lab is evident 
by a grand total of 29,430 tests 
conducted. Furthermore, 1500 
tests had been performed over 
a short duration of 10 days with 
approximately 150 tests per day for 
screening of PN Ships participating 
in “Exercise Aman 2021” in addition 
to daily workload of 200 tests.

As witnessed by the outstanding 
diagnostic services for COVID 19 
PCR testing, PNS SHIFA has stood 
alert to ensure a state of optimal 
health and well- being of PN 
community in the wake of COVID 19 
pandemic with special endeavors to 
promote community mobilization 
and inter-sectoral integration as to 
accomplish predetermined 
goals.  
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PAKISTAN NAVY SHIP AZMAT VISITS 
PORT BANDAR ABBAS, IRAN

Pakistan Navy Ship AZMAT visited 
port Bandar Abbas, Iran during 
overseas deployment to Persian 

Gulf/ Gulf of Oman. Upon arrival, 
Islamic Republic of Iran Navy (IRIN) 
extended warm welcome and PN 
Ship was received by senior officers 
of IRIN and Defence Attache of 
Pakistan in Iran.  

During the port stay, Mission 
Commander along with 
Commanding Officer of PNS 
AZMAT called on Governor 
General and Representative of 
Supreme Leader of Hormozgan 
Province and Cdr 1st Naval 
District of IRIN. During the 

interactions, Mission Commander 
conveyed good wishes of Chief 
of the Naval Staff Admiral 
Muhammad Amjad Khan Niazi 
for the people of Iran in general 
and the IRI Navy in particular. The 
Mission Commander also extended 
gratitude for the whole-hearted 
support provided by Iranian 
authorities for PN Ship Port Call 
during COVID-19 scenario. 

Pakistan Navy Ship AZMAT also 
participated in Passage Exercise 
with IRI Navy Ships ALBORZ, 
FALAKHAN and KHADANG. The 
visit of PN Ship and participation 
in exercise with IRI Navy is a 

manifestation of PN resolve to 
work with regional navies in order 
to enhance peace and security in 
the region. 

Pakistan Navy believes in 
promoting stability in the region 
and has remained committed to 
maritime security and order at sea. 

The visit of PNS AZMAT is aimed 
to further strengthen bilateral ties 
and enhance naval collaboration. 
It is expected that the recent visit 
will further contribute towards 
strengthening close and fraternal 
ties of Pakistan with Islamic 
Republic of Iran.  
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AMBASSADOR OF AZERBAIJAN AND
INDONESIA VISIT NHQ

Ambassador of Azerbaijan to 
Pakistan, H.E Mr Ali Alizada and 
Ambassador of Indonesia H.E 

Adam M Tugio called on Chief of 
the Naval Staff, Admiral 

Muhammad Amjad Khan Niazi at 
Naval Headquarters, Islamabad. 

During separate Call-ons with 
Naval Chief, both dignitaries 

discussed matters of mutual 
interest and cooperation.   



ROAD SAFETY 

WEEK
In today’s era, road accidents are 
rampant along potential hazards 
on the road that can cause injuries 
or even death. These hazards can 
range from bad road behavior 
to road dynamics or even bad 
infrastructure. 

Road safety pertains to the 
measures taken to reduce the 
risk of road traffic injuries and 
death. It is essential that countries 
implement measures to make roads 
safer not only for car occupants, 
but also for vulnerable road users 
such as pedestrians, cyclists, and 
motorcyclists. Many international 
agencies and other bodies have 
been undertaking a wide range of 
activities and initiatives in the field 
of road safety under the banner 
of United Nations (UN). The UN 
General Assembly mandated WHO 
and the UN regional commissions 
to plan and host periodic UN 

Global Road Safety Weeks. The 
UN Global Road Safety Weeks and 
its’ campaigns are coordinated by 
the UN Road Safety Collaboration 
(UNRSC) and are chaired by the 
World Health Organization (WHO). 

The first UN Road Safety Week 
launched in the year 2007 and 
focused on “youth and road safety”. 
At that time, a recorded 400,000 
under 25 years old died on the 
world’s roads. The first road safety 
week culminated in an event called 
the World Youth Assembly for Road 
Safety, bringing together 400 young 
people from over 100 countries to 
tackle the road safety crisis.

The second UN Road Safety Week 
was held in 2013 and focused 
on pedestrian safety. This week 
highlighted the “urgent need to 
better protect pedestrians”. During 
this year, it was estimated that over 

270,000 pedestrians lose their lives 
on the world’s roads, accounting for 
22% of the total road traffic deaths 
of 1.24 million recorded during that 
year. 

The third UN Road Safety Week 
was held in 2015 with the theme 
#SaveKidsLives. During this week, 
it was emphasized that how road 
traffic crashes took the lives of 
186,300 children every year. The 
campaign gathered more than a 
million signatures in support of the 
“Child Declaration for Road Safety”. 

The fourth UN Road Safety Week, 
launched in 2017, was themed 
“Save Lives – #SlowDown”. The 
week raised awareness on how 
slowing down can make roads safer 
for children, family, and friends. 
Research shows that a 5% cut in 
average speed can result in a 30% 
reduction in the number of fatal 

UN GLOBAL
30km/h
Streets for Life

Khalil Ur Rehman
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road crashes. 

The fifth road safety week was 
held in 2019 with the theme 
“#SpeakUp to save lives”. The road 
safety week focused on leadership 
for road safety to mobilize leaders 
and road safety stakeholders to 
take action to help reduce the 
number of road-related deaths and 
injuries.

The sixth global road safety week 
scheduled on 17 – 23 May 2021 
with the slogan “Streets for Life” 
to call for 30 km/h (20 mph) speed 
limits to be the norm for cities, 
towns and villages worldwide. The 
week will be the occasion to garner 

policy commitments at national 
and local levels to deliver 30 km/h 
(20 mph) speed limits in urban 
areas; generate local support for 
such low-speed measures in order 
to create safe, healthy, green and 
livable cities. The Week will also be 
the officially launch of the “Decade 
of Action for Road Safety 2021-
2030” and its Global Plan with the 
ambitious target of preventing at 
least 50% of road traffic deaths 
and injuries by the year 2030, 
which will align with the Stockholm 
Declaration, emphasizing the 
importance of a holistic approach 
to road safety and calls for 
improvements ongoing design of 
roads and vehicles; improving laws 

and law enforcement on behavioral 
risks. The Action Plan will also 
reflect the encouragement of 
policies to promote walking, cycling 
and the use of public transport as 
inherently healthy and 
environmentally friendly modes of 
transport.

Pakistan is the fifth-most populous 
country with its location providing  
economic advantage for freight 
transportation from the Indian 
Ocean to Afghanistan, China, and 
the Central Asian States. In late 
1970s, Pakistan shifted focus 
from railway to roadway as the 
major mode of transportation. 
This policy shift introduced heavy 
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vehicles for which highways 
were not designed. In late 1990s, 
migration to urban areas increased 
congestion on Pakistan’s highways.
The Urbanization, motorization, 
and congestion increased risk to 
road users. According to the latest 
WHO data published in 2018 Road 
Traffic Accidents Deaths in Pakistan 
reached 30,046 which were 2.42% 
of total deaths. As per Pakistan 
Bureau of Statistics, during the year 
2020 total 9701 road accidents 
involving 12894 vehicles were 
reported, which resulted in death 
and injuries of 5436 and 12317 
personnel, respectively. 

Pakistan’s first National Road 
Safety Strategy (2018-2030) 
launched on 15 Nov 2018, with 
the aim of saving lives that 
would otherwise have been lost 
in road accidents. This vision is 
supported by ambitious road safety 
performance targets for each of the 
UN road safety pillar areas: road 

safety management, safe roads 
and roadsides, safe speeds, safe 
vehicles, safe road users and post-
crash response.The Strategy, and 
the series of road safety action 
plans that will be implemented 
until 2030, will address roads, 
vehicles and road users, particularly 
those who are vulnerable such as 
motorcyclists and pedestrians. The 
Strategy is a much-needed step 
towards a better road sector for 
Pakistan, as well as saving lives and 
providing a reliable, safe, efficient 
transport and will also help the 
whole economy.

In accordance with UN and 
government of Pakistan policies, 
road safety is vital part of Safety 
Culture of Pakistan Navy (PN). Road 
Safety workshops/ seminars are 
held on regular basis. During which 
representatives of Naval Police, 
Traffic Police and National Highway 
& Motorway Police delivered 
lectures. Fields Commands 0f PN 

holds Bi-annual Safety Weeks in 
their respective AORs to inculcate 
Safety awareness among personnel 
under Commands. During said 
safety weeks, banners/ posters 
and circulars are distributed/ 
placed at various locations of under 
command units/ residential areas 
and educational institutes to create 
awareness about the significance 
of the road safety. Snap checking 
of vehicles and patrolling is carried 
out by Naval Police at staggered 
timings in residential areas for 
adherence/ implementation of 
traffic rules. Furthermore, PN 
conduct Annual Safety Review at 
NHQ level each year. During the 
event, cash prizes are given to best 
MT Drivers that have driven the 
service vehicles with utmost safety 
and abiding the road safety rules. 
Continuous efforts are required 
to further ensure road safety 
awareness measures.  
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Ruins of Banbhore city are 
located East of Karachi on the 
northern bank of Gharo creek in 

District Thatta on Karachi - Thatta 
National Highway (N-5) between 
Dhabeji and Gharo city. This 
archaeological site has a history 
back from 1st century BC to 2nd 
century AD from era of Scytho-
Parthian, 2nd to 8th century AD era 
of Hindu Buddhist and 8th to 13th 
century early Islamic/ Muslim era.

Banbhore was the biggest port 
of Asia of its time. Due to its 
strategic location i.e. at the mouth 
of river Indus, it was also hub of 
international trade in the region. 
Most of the researcher’s beliefs 
that it is the same place i.e. Debal 
(dewal or Devi) where youngest 
Muslim Conqueror Muhammad Bin 
Qasim (age 17) was sent by Hajjaj 
Bin Yousuf from Basra (Iraq). He 

landed in Sindh during 712 AD and 
remained victorious after war with 
local Hindu ruler Raja Dahir, (the 
last Hindu ruler of Sindh) and brings 
the light of Islam in subcontinent 
region. That’s why Sindh is known 
as Babul Islam (Gateway of Islam). 

 BANBHORE CITY

 IN SUB CONTINENT

THE GATEWAY OF 
ISLAM

Lt Cdr Muhammad Naeem PN 
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During 8th century when the 
River Indus changed its course 
and moved away from the city, it 
lost its importance.

Preliminary excavation in the 
area was done by Ramesh 
Chandra Majumdar in 1928 and 
later by Leslie Alcock in 1951. 
From 1958 -1965 Dr F A Khan, a 
Pakistani archaeologist conducted 
excavation in the area Remains 
of houses, streets, well Temple, 
Masjid, orchards and other buildings 
have been found within or outside 
the Fort limits. Moreover, tools, 
coins, pots e.t.c. dated back to 1st 
century were also found during the 
digging. First Masjid of the South 

East Asia was also established 
within the Fort premises dating 
back in 727 AD (109 HJ). The ruins 
of the Banbhore Fort is spared over 
an area of 14 acres and.having 
three gates.

French archaeologist Monique 
Kervran shared some of her 
findings about Bhambhore and 
said that “it is now confirmed that 
the Debal and Bhambhore are the 
name of the same place which was 
destroyed at 893 AD or 280 HJ” and 
famous historian Al-Muqaddasi 
wrote his account about the earth 
quake at Banbhore due the which 
entire city was destroyed.

Banbhore is also famous for folk 
love story of Sassi and Punnu. 
Sussi was the daughter of Hindu 
Raja of Banbhore, however she was 
brought up by a local washer man, 
whereas Punnu was the son of a 
Bloch Tribal Sardar of Kech Makran, 
they both married against the will of 
their elders and resultantly both are 
buried in mountains somewhere in 
district Lasbela.

There is a small museum located 
near the Fort along with other basic 
facilities such as canteen, prayer 
area, rest room and green lawns for 
the visitors. Visitors can visit the 
site on a day trip.  



GREEN
PAKISTAN

PAKISTAN NAVY’s CONTRIBUTION FOR

Trees provide us with oxygen 
and a soothing environment. 
Therefore, given the fact that 

we’re increasingly losing green 
belts to urbanization, and global 
warming, saving trees should be 
the world’s top priority. Thankfully, 
the Pakistan Navy has decided to 
pay heed to environmentalist’s 
warnings and being acquainted of 
its responsibilities Pakistan Navy 
has undertaken various plantation 
campaigns including pine and 
mangrove tree plantation along 
with other trees plantation.

The importance of trees in 
purifying the air, reducing global 

warming, preventing soil erosion, 
conservation of water, maintaining 
the ecological balance, providing 
natural resources as medicines, 
habitats for faunal species, 
providing nutrients to the soil etc. 
is well known. Unfortunately, the 
overall green cover in all parts 
of the country is reducing and 
as a consequence, pollution is 
increasing at an alarming rate. 
Rapid constructions and 
mushrooming housing colonies 
have led to depletion of the green 
cover in many parts of Pakistan. 
Increasing the green cover by tree 
plantation is one of the easiest 
yet effective measures towards 
reducing this imbalance.

Pine trees are pretty hardy trees 
that can tolerate a wide variety 
of windy, hot, cold, wet, and dry 
conditions. They can also deal with 
many different soil conditions. 
The roots and fallen pine needles 
are great for keeping soil in place. 
Because of the density of their 
needles and branches, pine trees 

make great habitat for many 
animals. Many birds choose to 
build nests in pine trees. During 
the winter, evergreens are the only 
trees many birds and other small 
animals find shelter in from the 
wind and cold.

Pine trees also make a great food 
sources for many animals. Although 
it may not sound appetizing to 
us, the woody pine cones bear 
great nutritious seeds that wildlife 
love. Many birds, squirrels, and 
chipmunks rely on these seeds as a 
food source. Additional advantages 
of pine include its many medicinal 
uses. The University of Vermont 
states that the Pinosylvin in white 
pine has antibiotic properties. The 
smoke from burning pine aids in 
certain respiratory ailments, like 
asthma.

The Indus Delta Mangrove forests 
have become monoculture, and 
according to Flora of Pakistan, 
out of eight species which were 
reported to be found along the 

Arfa Mukhtar
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coast of Pakistan, four species have 
completely disappeared. Moreover, 
three species are at the verge of 
extinction and only one species, 
the Avicenna Marina, survives in 
the Indus Delta, the significance of 
mangroves in terms of ecological 
and economic value have not 
been effectively understood and 
communicated and they continue 
to be considered wastelands 
as far as larger population is 
concerned. Strong planning with 
the collaboration of local institutes 
at grass-root level will be helpful 
to strengthen the capacity of 
local communities living in coastal 
regions to gain knowledge of the 
issue at hand, and to achieve the 
targets of reforestation easily, 
however progress on this has 

remained dismal.

Understanding the economic 
rationale for the conservation of 
mangrove forests requires that 
the entire problem be viewed 
from a broader perspective. The 
costs of degradation must be 
weighed simultaneously with 
the benefits of resource use. 
Mangrove protection will require 
a comprehensive planning effort 
with integration of the relevant 
ministries or departments and the 
local communities. Further research 
efforts would be extremely helpful 
in designing a comprehensive 
plan to conserve biodiversity in 
mangrove forests.

Pakistan Navy has launched 

its plantation campaign 2021 
and 314,000 saplings of pines 
at Margalla Hills and 7 Million 
mangroves along the coasts of 
Sindh and Baluchistan have been 
planted since 2016 to till date, in 
this regard PN has taken initiative to 
plant 1 million pine trees at Margalla 
hills and 1 million mangroves each 
year were planted in 2016 and 
2017, the target was enhanced 
to 2 million in 2018 and 2019 and 
the target was again revised to 3 
million  keeping in view last year’s 
achievement of 2.015 million. In 
order to conserve environment and 
support Government of Pakistan 
initiative for ‘Plant for Pakistan’ also 
known as 10 Billion Tree tsunami 
Pakistan Navy is always cognizant 
of its responsibilities.  



Work While You Work 

A Laconic Answer 
Long ago the people of Greece 
were not united, as they are today. 
Instead there were several cities 
and states, each with its own 
leader. King Philip of Macedon, 
a land in the northern part of 
Greece, wanted to bring all of 
Greece together under his rule. So 
he raised a great army and made 
war upon the other states, until 
nearly all were forced to 
call him their king. Sparta, 
however, resisted. 

The Spartans lived in the southern 
part of Greece, an area called 
Laconia, and so they were 
sometimes called Lacons. They 
were noted for their simple habits 
and their bravery. They were also 
known as a people who used few 
words and chose them carefully; 
even today a short answer is often 
described as being “laconic.”

Philip knew he must subdue the 
Spartans if all of Greece was to be 

his. So he brought his great army to 
the borders of Laconia, and sent a 
message to the Spartans. “If you do 
not submit at once,” he threatened 
them, “I will invade your country. 
And if I invade, I will pillage and burn 
every-thing you hold dear. If I march 
into Laconia, I will level your great 
city to the ground.” In a few days, 
Philip received an answer. When 
he opened the letter, he found only 
one word written there. That word 
was “IF.”

Work while you work, 
Play while you play; 
One thing each time, 
That is the way. 

All that you do, 
Do with your might; 
Things done by halves 
Are not done right.

Mohammad Umer
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MAN OVERBOARD IN JETs
During the JETs in 1959, in one of 
the exercise serials there were a 
number of ships proceeding in line 
ahead formation outside Trinco. 
The Indian cruiser, Mysore, was in 
the lead, followed by the Pakistani 
destroyer Alamgir and then a ship 
from the Royal Navy.

One of the men on the leading 
ship, Mysore, fell overboard. The 
ship close behind, Alamgir, did not 
have time enough to react and fall 
out of line. However, she stopped 
her propellers, adjusted course so 
as not to run him under, threw the 
man a life buoy and alerted the ship 
astern of her.

On this same ship, Alamgir, a 
steward happened to be carrying a 
tea tray to the bridge at that very 
time. He was on the starboard side 
near the funnel so he wasn’t too far 
from the water line. The steward 
saw the turbaned Sikh in the water 
pass within hailing distance of him.
“Bachao!” (Save me!) shouted the 
Sikh as he passed by. “Bachao!”
“In a minute!” yelled the steward 
to the Sikh, in Punjabi. “Just let me 
give the Captain his cuppa tea.”

Anecdote from Book Bubbles of Water
By Rear Admiral  Mian Zahir Shah (Retd)

Bachao!

Bachao!




